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ROLLINS COLLEGE

PATRICK AIR FORCE BASE BRANCH
TRI-MESTER YEAR
CALENDAR

SUMMER 1984
May 2 - August 19, 1984
Returning student reg istration
New student registration
Late registration
Classes begin
Classes end

FULL-TERM

TERM A

TERM B

April 9, 10 , '84
Ap ri l 12 , 13, '84
Th ru May 2, '84
May 2
August 19

Same as
Full-Term
May 2, '84
May 2
June 24

June 25-Aug . 19
Registration thru June 25

FULL-TERM

TERM A

TERM B

Aug .
Aug .
Thru
Aug .
Dec .

Same as
Full-term
Aug. 29 , '84
Aug . 29
Oct. 21

Oct. 2-Dec . 17
Registration thru Oct. 22

FULL-TERM

TERM A

TERM B

Dec . 3 , 4 , '84
Dec . 6 , 7 , '84
Thru Jan . 2, '85
Jan . 2
April 21
TBA

Same as
Full-Term
Jan . 2, '85
Jan . 2
Feb . 24

Feb . 25-April 21
Registration thru Feb . 25

June 25
Aug . 19

FALL 1984
August 29 - December 17 , 1984
Returning student registrat ion
New student registration
Late registration
Classes beg in
Classes end

6, 7, '84
9 , 10, '84
Aug . 29 , '84
29
17

Oct. 22
Dec . 17

SPRING 1985
Jan . 2 - April 21 , 1985
Returning student registration
New student registration
Late registration
Classes begin
Classes end
Commencement

Feb . 25
April 21
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GENERAL INFORMATION
The Patrick Air Force Base Branch of Rollins College provides undergraduate college courses for qualified individuals primarily during the evening hours.
The program offers courses which enable the student
to earn the Associate of Arts , Bachelor of Science or
Bachelor of General Studies Degree .
The Branch began in 1951 when then President of
Rollins College Hugh McKean , responded to a request
from the Air Force for educational opportunities for
servicemen , other employees, and families at the
Patrick Air Force Base. In 1961 , General George F.
Schlatter (ret.) was named the first Director when the
Branch became a degree-granting unit. Over the years,
the Branch has grown to serve both the Air Force and
the Brevard community . For many years it was a division of the School of Continuing Education , but in 1981
it became an autonomous Branch of the College and in
May 1982, symbolizing this new status, held its first
independent commencement on the Base. In the 198283 academic year, the Patrick Air Force Base Branch of
Rollins College has moved into a larger, superior, and
better equipped facility on the Base, maintaining its
proud tradition of service to the needs of the Patrick Air
Force Base and the Brevard community.
Rollins College is a liberal arts college. The selection of courses, therefore, is subject to certain distribution requirements in the Areas of English, Humanities,
Social Sciences, and Mathematics and / or Science. In
addition to these basic distribution requirements, the
Bachelors Degree candidate must have 30-39 semester
. hours in one of seven majors : (1) Accounting, (2) Busi-

ness Administration and Economics, (3) Criminal Justice, ( 4) Hu man ities, (5) Mathematics/ Computer
Science , (6) Mathematics/ Science, or (7) oSocial Sciences (Social Science/ Psychology ; Social Science/
History.)
- Advanced standing credits toward the degree are
granted for previous educational experience of college
level. Courses completed with a grade of C or better at
credited colleges and universities are acceptable if
they contribute to the student's proposed degree program. Individuals may accrue credits from the CollegeLevel Examination Program, USAFI or DANTES
courses, and some military and civilian specialty
schools. Active duty military personn~I or- individuals
who have served at least 6 years of honorable military
active duty, may request 6 semester hours of elective
credit for the ir military experience. Regardless of the
number of credits granted for previous education
experience, the last 15 semester hours of the Associate
Degree and the last 30 semester hours for the Bachelors degree must be taken in residence. Active duty
service personnel and their dependents may meet the
residency requirement at any time during their degree
program .
Interested individuals who meet academic and
professional prerequisites may take cour~es for professional or personal advancement without becoming
degree candidates.
An application for Admission should be submitted
prior to the beginning of any term . However, it may be
submitted at time of registration. Tentative evaluation
of advanced standing credits toward the degree usually will be made after a student has filed an Application
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for Admission and has provided the necessary transcripts. An official evaluation may be made after the
student has completed at least 6 semester hours in the
Patrick AFB Branch Program.
All Degree programs are fully qualified for benefits
under the Veterans Administration. Rollins College has
been designated a Servicemen's Opportunity College.
Inquiries should be addressed to:
Director, Patrick AFB Branch
ROLLINS COLLEGE
P.O. Box 4307
Patrick AFB, Florida 32925
Phone: 783-7300

ADMISSION INFORMATION
Courses for credit at the Patrick Air Force Base
Branch are open to qualified individuals who are high
school graduates or have high school equivalency
certificates.
Persons planning to enter the Patrick AFB Branch
program should complete and return an Application
for Admission form with the $15.00 application fee at
least one month before the terr:n begins. The Application for Admissions and the establishment of eligibility
to take courses for credit should precede the registration for courses.
There are various methods of establishing admission eligibility depending on the student's education
background or purpose in taking the course(s):

A student who:
1) has never attended college must submit an official high school transcript or a copy of his high
school equivalency certificate (or official
record of his GED scores).
2) has previously attended one or more colleges
must submit an official transcript from the last
school attended. (May be completed after
registration .)
3) is currently a candidate for a degree elsewhere
is not required to submit a transcript; a letter of
good standing, signed by a college official,
including permission to take courses for credit,
is acceptable.
4) already has a baccalaureate or higher degree
from an accredited college need only submit a
statement of graduation signed by an officer of
the college or a photostatic copy of his diploma.
The above documents become part of the student's permanent record at Rollins College and will not
be returned.

REGISTRATION
Eligible new students may register for courses at
the times designated in the Calendar of the Patrick AFB
Branch.
No registration is complete until fees are paid and
eligibility documents are on file.
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The courses offered during a given term are usually selected from the Course Offerings described in
this Bulletin; however, other courses are frequently
added. Course schedules for each term are available
approximately one month before registration.

ADVANCED STANDING CREDIT
Students may obtain a tentative evaluation of their
credits toward a specific degree by making an appointment with a counselor at the PAFB Branch Office. An
official evaluation will be made at the appropriate time,
provided official transcripts of all previous educational
experiences at college level are on file. Any oral I of the
following documents may be included :
1) Official transcripts from all colleges and specialty schools to certify credits earned in residence , by correspondence, or by extension;
2) Form 00214 or 295 to verify active military service and attendance at service schools; and ,
3) Official transcripts from DANTES .
SEND TO:
DANTES Contract Representative (CLEP)
Education Testing Service
Box 2819
Princeton, NJ 08541
Transfer credit from accredited colleges is granted
only for courses which contribute to the student's
degree program and in which a grade of C or better was
earned. Rollins does not award credit for physical edu-

cation classes. No more than 60 semester hours will be
accepted as transfer credit from lower-level, two-year
institutions.
A combined maximum of 48 semester hours may
be allowed for educational experiences during active
military service from the following sources:
1) Eight semester hours for active duty personnel;
six semester hours for individuals who have in
the past served at least 6 years of honorable
mi Iitary active duty;
2) A maximum of 6 semester hours in each of the
five general examinations of the College-Level
Examination Program;
3) Credit for CLEP subject examinations;
4) USAFI and DANTES courses which contribute
to the student's degree program; and,
5) Service school courses for which college credits are recommended by the American Council
on Education ;
6) Approved correspondence programs.

COLLEGE-LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM
The five general examinations of the CollegeLevel Examination Program (CLEP) are: English Composition, Natural Sciences (Biological and Physical),
Mathematics, Humanities (Fine Arts and Literature) ,
and Social Sciences and History. Although the Patrick
AFB Branch does not administer the CLEP general
examinations , it accepts for transfer purposes test
scores attained at authorized testing centers after a
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student has applied for admission and established
elegibility for the degree program. Military personnel
may take these tests through the Base Education
Office .
A part of all the potential 6 semester hours of credit
in any general examination may be disallowed because
of credit granted for courses taken before or afte r the
examination . The dupl ication is easily recognized in
English Composition , College Mathematics , Humanities , and survey courses which are given in many colleges . In other instances , credit for certain subjects
may duplicate part of the test, but credit is allowed for
the other part , for example : Biological Sciences
(botany and zoology , or Physical Sciences (chemistry,
physics , earth sciences , astronomy); Fine Arts (music
and art) , or Literature (introduction to or types of literature) ; Social Sciences (psychology, sociology , economics , government), or history ( history of civilization ,
world history)

Discounts
Alumni , Senior Citizens, Adjunct Faculty ... 20%
Auditors (No credit) . . .. .. . . . . . ... . . . . .... . 50%
Graduation Fee ...... ... . ..... ... . .. ..... . . $10 .00
(The above tuition and fees are established by the
Board of Trustees and are subject to change .)

WITHDRAWAL
Requests for withdrawal from a course must be in
writing stating reasons.

TUITION REFUND POLICY
Tuition refunds will be granted as follows:

PROCEDURES
TUITION AND FEES
Application for Admission Fee ........ . . . ... $15.00
This fee is payable at the time of application for
admission to take courses for credit. Application
Fee is Non-Refundable.
Tuition .......... . . .. . . ... $55.00 per semester hour
Tuition is payable in full at the time of registration .

1) 100 per·cent up to the official beginning date of
each term.
2) 75 per cent up to 7 days from the official beginning
date of each term.
3) No refund thereafter.
Refunds will be based on the official date of withdrawal. In the case of withdrawal by mail , the postmark
on the envelope will be applied. If the letter is delivered
to the office personally, the date of the receipt of the
letter will be used. Only official withdrawals received
will be considered.
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COURSE CHANGES
A $5 .00 fee wil I be charged if a student changes
courses (drops and adds) after the registration has
been processed.

GRADING SYSTEM

REPEATED COURSES

The student's work in a completed course is evaluated and recorded by letters with point equivalents as
follows:
Grade

Quality Points

Grade

Quality Points
1.67

3.00

CD+
D
D-

2.67

F

0

2.34

WF

0

2.00

XF

0

N

0

A

4

A-

3.67

B+
B
BC+
C

3.34

regular credit course after the tenth class meeting, he
risks receiving a failing grade in the course . The
responsibility for withdrawal rests with the student.
The withdrawal should be in writing and delivered to
the Rollins Patrick Air Force Base Branch Office.

Students electing to repeat a course for which they
have received credit will not be awarded credit for the
repeated course, but the grade earned will figure in the
student's grade point average. A failing grade is not
removed if the student repeats the course.

1.34
1.00
.67

The grade " I" is assigned temporarily if the work is
incomplete at the end of the course due to circumstances beyond the control of the student. The instructor is
the final authority in determining if an "I" should be
assigned . The student has the responsibility to make
arrangements with the instructor to complete the work
within 60 days; otherwise, the grade will automatically
be recorded as an F.
A student may withdraw from a regular credit
course without academic penalty, up to and including
the tenth class meeting. If a student withdraws from a

TRANSCRIPTS
All transcript requests must be made in writing to
the Patrick AFB Branch Office. Before an official transcript may be issued, eligibility to take courses for credit
must have been established. A nominal fee is charged
for each transcript.

ACADEMIC PROBATION AND DISMISSAL
Students falling within the following categories
may be placed on academic probation :
1) Students who receive a grade below C- in two or
more courses in any term.
2) Second , third and fourth year students whose
cumulative average falls below 6.0 .
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Students belonging to any one of the following
groups will be dismissed from the College:
1) A cumulative average of less than 5.0 at the end
of 30 semester hours, a 5.5 after 60 semester
hours, and 6.0 after 90 semester hours.
2) Failing two or more courses in any one term.
3) Failing one course in any term while making
less than 5.0 average in other courses (except
First Term Freshmen) .
4) Failure to be removed from probationary status
after a single term on academic probation.
If the student believes there are extenuating circumstances which justify an appeal of academic probation or dismissal , such appeal must be made in
writing by the student to the Director of the Patrick AFB
Branch .

OPERATION BOOTSTRAP
Military personnel who are authorized full-t ime
study under Operation Bootstrap may earn a maximum
of 15 semester hours of credit in each of the Fall , Spring
and Summer Semesters. A student who desires a heavier academic load must obtain approval from the
Director.

records in order to plan the remaining courses to fulfill
all requirements for the Bachelors degree.
Graduating Seniors will be notified of pending
graduation during their last semester. Application and
graduation fees should be received at the Branch
Office by the end of the term in which requirements are
met. Commencement is held once a year in May. Candidates may elect to receive their degrees in absentia
or wait until the following Commencement.

VETERANS AFFAIRS
The Office of Veteran 's Affairs located in the
Branch Administrative Office provides ass istance and
counseling to all undergraduate students who are veterans. This office can be contacted in person , or by
telepone at (305) 783-7300 , during normal office hours.
New and returning veteran students should contact the Rollins Office in advance of registration to
avoid interruptions in benefits .

FINANCIAL AID
Students admitted to the Rollins College, Patrick
Air Force Base Branch may qualify for financial aid
under one or more assistance programs. To receive
financial aid a student must enroll at least half time.
Some programs may require full-time enrollment.

COUNSELING FOR SENIORS

GUARANTEED STUDENTS LOANS

Students who have accumulated a total of 90
semester hours should request a review of their

Low interest loans that need not be repaid until
after graduation can be made through local banks or
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credit unions. Eligible students can borrow up to
$2 ,500 per year. For further information, contact the
Student Aid Office . Processing time is six to ten weeks;
however, actual payment for those eligible cannot be
made until after the refund period. Pell Grants require
half-time status .

DEADLINES FOR SUBMITTING
LOANS TO STUDENT AID OFFICE
Spring Term
Summer Term
Fall Term

December 1
April 15
July 15

PELL GRANTS
( Previously known as Basic Grant)
The federal government provides this funding for
students who can demonstrate financial need. Apply
directly to the Pell Grant Office via a Pell Grant Application or a Financial Aid Form . Processing Time is
about six weeks ; however, actual payment for those
eligible cannot be made until after the refund period.
Pell Grants require half-time status.

FOR FLORIDA RESIDENTS OF
AT LEAST 24 MONTHS
State funding up to $750 per year or the amount of
tuition is available , regardless of income, to full-time
undergraduate students who:

1) Graduated from a Florida High School.
2) Were residents of Florida for two years prior to
the award of a Florida Tuition Voucher.
To apply, submit a Florida Tuition Voucher Application to the Branch Office prior to February 1 for
Spring Semester or October 1 for Fall Semester.

FLORIDA STUDENT
ASSISTANCE GRANT
Grants of up to $1 ,200 (for the amount of tuition)
per year are awarded by the Florida Student Financial
Assistance Commission to full-time students with
demonstrated financial need who have been Florida
residents for two years. To apply, complete the Florida
Financial Aid Form and submit it, with appropriate fee,
to the College Scholarship Service. The application
deadline is April 1 prior to the upcoming academic
year. No late applications will be accepted.
In order to be considered for aid , a student must
complete the following steps:
1) Apply for admission to Rollins College.
2) File a copy of the Financial Aid Form with Supplement with the College Scholarship Service.
3) File a copy of the Fina,ncial Aid Information
Form.
4) Submit a copy of the parents' income tax return
(IRS 1040 or 1040A).
An award is made after a student is accepted for
admission , the Financial Aid Form is returned from the
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College Scholarship Service, and the Information
Form is on file.
The priority date for applying for aid is March 1.
The college will continue making awards after that date
until all funds are committed.
It is the goal of Student Aid at Rollins to bridge the
gap that may exist between the cost of attending college and the ability of the parents and/or student to
meet those costs.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
for the
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS DEGREE

SUBJECT AREA

SEMESTER
HOURS

6
6

English Composition & Literature
Humanities
Mathematics and/or Science
Social Sciences
Major
Electives

18
15

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED

60

9
6

(See specific requirements under each major)

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
DEGREE PROGRAM
In the Fall of 1974 the Patrick AFB Branch of Rollins College began offering the 2 year Associate of Arts
Degree program.

MAJORS
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Accounting
Business Administration Economics
Criminal Justice
Humanities
Mathematics/Computer Science
Mathematics/Science
Social Sciences

Students having more than 78 semester hours of credit
are not eligible to receive the AA Degree.
At least 15 semester hours must be taken in residence. A cumulative average of C (6.00) for all courses
taken at Ro.llins College , is required for graduation.
When a student has satisfied in the last term all
requirements for the Associate of Arts Degree, he submits a completed application for graduation to the
Director of the Patrick AFB Branch along with a $10.00
degree application fee . Rollins College, through the
Patrick AFB Branch , will award the Associate of Arts
Degree to the student. There is no formal commencement.
All credit earned in the Associate of Arts Degree
Program may be applied toward a Rollins College
Patrick AFB Branch Bachelors degree.
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GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES
For purposes of clarification, the types of courses
included in the Humanities, Mathematics, Science, and
Social Sciences general education areas , are listed
below .
In the Humanities and Social Sciences, at least
three (3) disciplines must be represented in meeting
each of these requirements .

Humanities
Art (History and Principles)
*History
Humanities
Language & Culture
Literature
Music (History and Theory)
*Philosophy
Religion
Speech
Theater Arts
Mathematics and/or Science
Astronomy
Biology
Chemistry
Geography (Physical and Conservation)
Geology
Mathematics
Physics
Social Sciences
,Anthropology
Economics

Geography (Economic and Political)
*History
*Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Sociology
*Philosophy and History may be counted as either
a Humanities or Social Science course, but not as both.

BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAMS
Students have the option of pursuing one of two
baccalaureate programs. The degrees available are:

Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of General
Studies.
Majors available in the degree programs are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Accounting
Business Administration
Criminal Justice
Humanities
Mathematics/ Computer Science
Mathematics/ Science
Social Sciences (Social Science/Psychology;
Social Science/History)

The last 30 of the 120 semester hours must be
taken in residence. At least 6 of these 30 semester
hours must be in upper level courses in the Major. A
cumulative average of C (6 .00) for all courses taken at
the Patrick AFB Branch is required for graduation.
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SECOND BACHELORS DEGREE
A student may pursue a second Bachelors degree
only if the second degree is needed to further his/ her
career objectives. That is, the student must need the
second degree either (1) to advance in his/ her present
career, or (2) to move into a new career. Such persons
must make special application to pursue a second
degree. All other students who have already earned a
Bachelors degree from an accredited institution are
advised to take any additional college courses in graduate degree programs or on a non-degree credit basis.

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
for the
BACHELOR of SCIENCE DEGREE
SUBJECT AREA

TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED

SUBJECT AREA

English Composition & Literature
Humanities
Mathematics and Science
Social Sciences
Field of Concentration
Electives
TOTAL SEMESTER HOURS REQUIRED

SEMESTER
HOURS

6
12
12
12
30
48

120

( See requirements under each Field of Concentration)

SEMESTER
HOURS

English Composition & Literature
Humanities
Mathematics
Science
Social Sciences
Field of Concentration
Electives

GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
for the
BACHELOR OF GENERAL
STUDIES DEGREE

6
12
6
12
12

39
33
120

(See specific requirements under each major)

At least 51 semester hours must be upper level courses
(300-400). At least 18 semester hours in the Major must
be upper level.
Six semester hours must be in Laboratory Science.

At least 51 semester hours must be in upper level
courses (300-400). At least 18 semester hours in the
Field of Concentration must be upper level.
This degree may be earned only in Humanities or
Social Science.
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ACCOUNTING

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

BACHELOR of SCIENCE ONLY

BACHELOR of SCIENCE ONLY

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (Core)

SEMESTER
HOURS

Principles of Accounting I and 11
Intermediate Accounting I and 11
Cost Accounting I and 11
Federal Income Taxation
Auditing
Advanced Accounting Problems
Business Law I and 11
SUB-TOTAL

6
6
6
3
3
3
6

33

MAJOR OPTIONAL COURSES

Accounting or General Business
TOTAL

TOTAL

SEMESTER
HOURS

Accounting
Financial Management
Marketing Management
Business Law
Management Organization Theory
Principles of _Economics (Micro and Macro)
Statistics

6
3
3
6
3
6
3

SUB-TOTAL

30

MAJOR OPTIONAL COURSES

6

39

MINOR REQUIREMENTS

Princ iples of Accounting I and 11
Intermediate Accounting I and II
Cost Accounting
Federal Income Taxation

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (Core)

Accounting , Business or Economics

9

39

TOTAL
MINOR REQUIREMENTS

6
6
3
3

18

Accounting
Introduction to Business
Introduction to Business Management
Business Law
Principles of Economics (Micro and Macro)

3
3
3
3
6

----

*See Counselor for C.P.A. requirements.

TOTAL

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Core requirements, same as for the minor.

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Core requirements, same as for the minor.

18
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE

HUMANITIES

BACHELOR of SCIENCE ONLY

BACHELOR of GENERAL STUDIES ONLY

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (Core)

SEMESTER
HOURS

Criminology
American System of Criminal Justice
Civil Liberties
Criminal Law
Special Problems
Ethics , Morality and Criminal Justice
Deviant Behavior
SUB-TOTAL

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

21

MAJOR OPTIONAL COURSES

From the Social Sciences or Criminal Justice,
18 hours of approved courses (see counselo _
r)_._ _ _1_8
TOTAL

39

MINOR REQUIREMENTS

Criminology
American System of Criminal Justice
Criminal Law
Ethics , Morality and Criminal Justice
SUB-TOTAL
From the Social Sciences or Criminal Justice,
6 hours of approved courses.
TOTAL

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Core requirements, same as for the minor.

3
3
3
3

12

6
18

FIELD OF CONCENTRATION REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the general education requirements, 30
semester hours must be taken from the Humanities.
At least four discipl ines must be represented in meeting
these requirements .

MINOR REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the general education requirements , 18
semester hours must be taken from the Humanities.
At least three (3) disciplines must be represented in
meeting these requirements .

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Requirements are the same as for the minor.
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SOCIAL SCIENCE (Option A)

SOCIAL SCIENCE (Option B)

BACHELOR of GENERAL STUDIES ONLY

BACHELOR of SCIENCE ONLY

FIELD OF CONCENTRATION REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the general education requirements, 30
semester hours must be taken from the Social Sciences.

SOCIAL SCIENCE/PSYCHOLOGY

At least 4 disciplines must be represented in meeting
these requirements.

General Psychology
Developmental Psychology
Abnormal Psychology
Learning Theories
Techniques of Counseling and Interviewing
Theories of Personality
Social Psychology

MINOR REQUIREMENTS
In addition to the general education requirements, 18
semester hours must be taken from the Social Sciences.
At least three (3) disciplines must be represented in
meeting these requirements.
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Requirements are the same as for the minor.

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (Core)

SUB-TOTAL

SEMESTER
HOURS

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
21

MAJOR OPTIONAL COURSES

From the Social Sciences;
12 hours other than psychology required.
SUB-TOTAL

18

TOTAL

39

18

SOCIAL SCIENCE (Option C)

MATHEMATICS/COMPUTER SCIENCE

BACHELOR of SCIENCE ONLY

BACHELOR of SCIENCE ONLY

SOCIAL SCIENCE/HISTORY
MAJOR REQUIREMENTS (Core)

SEMESTER
HOURS

Historiography

3

6 courses selected from the following:
History of the United States, Colonial to 1783
History of the United States, 1783-1865
History of the United States, 1865-1920
History of the United States, After 1920
American Politics and Policies Since 1945
Modern European History, 1914-1939
Modern European History, Since 1939
The Makers of Modern Europe: Studies in Biography
Hitler: A Study in Tyranny
Stalin: A Study in Terror
World War 11 : History and Analysis
The Holocaust
SUB-TOTAL

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

SEMESTER
HOURS

Probability and Statistics
Calculus
Boolean Algebra
Engineering Physics
BASIC Language
COBOL or FORTRAN Language
Assembly Language
Data Structures
Numerical Analysis
Operating Systems
TOTAL

3
6
3
5
6
6
6
3
3
3
44

If Engineering Physics is used to meet the general
education requirements
TOTAL
39
21

MAJOR OPTIONAL COURSES

From the Social Sciences;
12 hours other than History required.
SUB-TOTAL

18

TOTAL

39

MINOR REQUIREMENTS (Data Processing)

Probability and Statistics
BASIC or COBOL (or beginning course in each)
Systems Analysis and Design
Management Information Systems
Distributed Networks/Computer Communications
Data Base Management
TOTAL

3
6
3
3
3
3
21

Optional (recommended) - Seminar in Office Automation
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MATHEMATICS/SCIENCE

ASSOCIATE OF ARTS REQUIREMENTS

Probability and Statistics
Calculus
Boolean Algebra
BASIC Language
COBOL or FORTRAN Language
Assembly Language
TOTAL

3
3
3
6
3
3
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BACHELOR of SCIENCE ONLY
SEMESTER
MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

College Algebra
Trigonometry
Probability and Statistics
Calculus with Analytic Geometry I and II
Advanced Calculus
Differential Equations
Engineering Physics
SUB-TOTAL
Optional with consent of Faculty Advisor;
at least one of the following :
Boolean Algebra
Linear Algebra
Vector Analysis
SUB-TOTAL
From Mathematics or Science
TOTAL

HOURS

3
3
3
6
3
3
5
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3

29
9

38

MINOR REQUIREMENTS

College Algebra
Trigonometry
Probability and Statistics
Calculus with Analytic Geometry I and II
Boolean Algebra or Linear Algebra
TOTAL

Associate of Arts
Core requirements, same as for the minor.

3
3
3
6
3
18
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COURSE OFFERINGS
The courses to be offered during a given term of the Patrick
AFB Branch are for the most part selected from the courses
listed in this section of the Bulletin . However, other courses
may be added which do not appear in the Bulletin . It is ,
therefore, necessary before each registration to obtain a
course schedule for that particular term .
The courses are numbered 100 and 200 for lower level ; 300
and 400 for upper level undergraduate courses. The number
following the title of the course denotes the number of semester hours of credit .
It is always the student's responsibility to inquire if a course
he wishes to take duplicates credit previously earned . In case
of duplication , the student may lose all or part of the credit
previously granted .

ACCOUNTING
AC 204G Principles of Accounting I [3]
Introduction to accounting theory; income measurement,
analysis of transactions ; recording procedures; preparation ;of financial statements .
AC 205G Principles of Accounting II [3]
The relationship of accounting principles and practices ;
manufacturing cost concepts, systems and controls ; supplementary statements; responsibility accounting ; analysis and
interpretation of financial statements . Prerequisite: AC 204G .
AC 312G Intermediate Accounting I [3]
Accounting theory and practice in relation to professional
preparation ; in-depth study of accounting for assets and liabilities . Prerequisite: AC 205G
AC 313G Intermediate Accounting II [3]
Shareholders' equity ; income determination ; tax implications ;
cash/ funds flow; mathematical principles and applications;
professional pronouncements . Prerequisite: AC 312G

AC 314G Managerial Accounting [3]
The principles underlying the basic concepts of income,
expenses, and valuation of assets . Analysis and interpretation
of financial reports from the viewpoint of management and
investors . Prerequisite: AC 204G and / or concurrently with AC
205G. .
AC 335G Federal Taxation [3]
Federal taxes: income, estates , gift, social security, and excise
taxes. Emphasis is on income taxes. Prerequisite: AC 204G .
AC 336G Cost Accounting I [3]
Cost systems, job costs , process costs . The nature and purpose of cost accounting in relation to management, budgets ,
standard costs, preparation and analysis of cost reports . Prerequisite: AC 204G and / or concurrently with AC 205G .
AC 337G Cost Accounting II [3]
Use of cost accounting systems and information ; the development and function of budgets in planning ; process and systems, procedures , and reporting in the control of cost
elements ; processes used in break-even analysis, cost-profitvolume analysis, differential and comparative cost analysis,
and capital expenditure planning and control. Prerequisite:
AC 204G and / or concurrently with AC 205G .
AC 352G Accounting Information Systems [3]
General accounting systems theory, and the design and operations of a contemporary accounting system in a mechanicial
and automated environment. Prerequisites : AC 205G and BA
340G .
AC 400G Internal Auditing [3]
Directed toward determining whether management controls
and procedures are adequate in concept, effective in applications and provides financial integrity; effective use of resources and efficient accomplishment of management objectives
for an organization. Prerequisite: AC 313G .
AC 401 G Auditing I [3]
Audit evidence, authorizations , basic techniques including
statistical sampling, review of internal and arithmetic controls
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and reconciliations . The role of the independent auditor, his
legal responsibilities , his code of ethical conduct and his
standards of reporting , field work and competence. Prerequ isite : AC 312G and/ or concurrently with AC 313G .
AC 402G Auditing II [3]
Application of auditing principles to problems and cases .
Includes statistical sampling , internal control, auditing computerized systems as well as trad itional problems dealing with
confirmation of receivables , inventory observations and fixed
asset audit. Prerequisite: AC 401 G .
AC 403G Advanced Accounting [3]
The accounting princ iples and practices found in special
forms of organizations, both profit and non-profit. Includes
partnerships , consignments , home office/ branch office , business combinations , consolidated statements , foreign
branches and subsidiaries , fiduciaries , and governmental
units. Prerequisite: AC 313G
AC 405G Contemporary Financial Accounting Issues [3]
Accounting as a living, growing discipline. Subjects covered
include AICPA Account ing Principles Board Statements and
Opinions as well as important subjects of research. Prerequisite : AC 313G , or consent of instructor.
AC 406G Government and Fund Accounting
An in-depth study of budgeting, accounting , and reporting
procedure used by non-business entities . Top ics will include
the application of generally accepted accounting principles
as they relate to government and non-profit organizations.
Prerequisite: AC 205G .
AC 407G Advanced Federal Taxation [3]
The sources and applications of federal tax law including the
relative weight of authority with in the rules of law. Reading ,
interpreting and applying the various Internal Revenue Code
sections, Treasury Department pronouncements, Congressiona.l Committee Reports, and various court cases . Prerequisite : AC 335G or consent of instructor.

AC 412G Financial Analysis [3]
Analyzing financial statements , developing and using financial data effectively and applying financial analysis to business problems . Prerequisite : AC 313G or consent of
instructor.

ANTHROPOLOGY
AS 201 G Introduction to Anthrnpology [3]
Human origins and evolution , the developement of human
racial types .and the prehistoric development of human cultures. Particular attention is paid to the analysis of human
behavior in a cross-cultural context.
AS 313G Evolution of Man & Culture [3]
Man 's biological and cultural past: biological origins , major
archaeological finds, man's cultural rise from hunting to agriculture to urbanized civilization; racial variation , with implications for the future .
AS 340G Introduction to Archaeology [3]
Human pre-history from the beginnings of culture through
the rise of civilization . Topics include the origins of agriculture and the discussion of the Egyptian and Middle American
State societies and reasons for their decline.
AS 351 G Cultural Anthropology [3]
Cultural systems of pre-literate peoples with focus on the
interrelationships of cultural adaptation and human behavior;
language and culture , kinship , and social organization , " primitive" economics , and symbolic expressions of culture (art ,
folklore , and religion) .
AS 364/365G Central Florida Archaeology (includes lab) [3]
The role of archaeology in recent discoveries which have
enlarged the understanding of man 's natural and cultural
history; the techniques of excavation , classification , and
interpretation of archaeological material from Central Florida
Indian sites. Saturday field trips .
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ART
A 304G Comparative Arts [3]
Art , architecture, literature, and music share a common aesthetic of the age in which they are generated. The student is
given critical tools for understanding each of the four fine arts .
Then, these tools are applied to specific works from Ancient
Greek c ivil ization , the Medieval European world , and other
major periods of Western culture : Renaissance, Baroque ,
eighteenth century classicism , the Romantic era , and the
twentieth century .
A 319G Arts of Ancient Civilizations I [3]
Egypt, Mesopotamia, Anatolia , Crete, Greece, and Rome,
tracing the intermingling of influences in architecture, sculpture , painting and the minor arts .
A 320G Arts of Ancient Civilizations II [3]
Medieval Europe , India, China , Japan , Central and South
America and Africa.

B 376G Topics in Contemporary Biology [3]
The implications of modern advances in biology and medicine including genetic engineering , sociobiology , recombinant DNA research , environmental contamination , and the
biology of behavior.
B 394G Marine Biology (includes lab) [3]
An introduction to life in the sea. Directed field oriented studies in the systematics, ecology , biogeography, and behavior
of marine plankton , benthos and nekton . Emphasis on representative field areas along the Central Florida coast.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
BA 201 G Business Math [3]
Basic mathematical concepts supporting the functional business fields of marketing, wages and taxes , interest, investments, statistics, and data processing . Realistic problems are
used .

BIOLOGY

BA 207G Introduction to Business [3]
Business organizations ; the nature of, and opportunities in ,
the areas of accounting , personnel , finance , marketing , and
production management.

B 316G Ecology (includes lab) [3]
Emphasis on the principles of organisms in relation to their
environmental impacts of humans in various eco-systems and
options regarding their management. $10 lab fee .

BA 209G Introduction to Business Management [3]
The basic principles and concepts of management techniques. Fundamental precepts in the development of administrative and management systems and procedures .

B 318G Sociobiology (includes lab) [3]
A study of social behavior in the animal kingdom. Emphasis
will be placed on the evolution and mechanisms of behavior
patterns that enable a species to transcend the limits of individual organisms . Lab and field projects .

BA 221 G Introductory Accounting Survey I [3]
Basic financial and managerial accounting for nonaccounting students . Course is designed to provide students
with basic accounting concepts . Students who have passed
AC 204G or AC 205G may not schedule this course .

B 325G Biological Issues of Today [3]
Create an awareness of the biological sciences and the role
they play in environmental, medical , and economic fields.

BA 222G Introductory Accounting Survey II [3]
Accounting principles learned in BA 221 G will be incorporated with todays business environment. Course emphasizes
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how accounting data can be interpreted and used by management in planning and controlling business activities . Prerequisite: BA 221G .
BA 307G Basic Financial Management [3]
A comparative presentation of basic concepts of modern
financial management with emphasis on : 1) impact of the new
technologies on the profit system ; 2) the true function of
finance ; 3) the relationships between the organization chart ,
dat a analysis , visual control systems , and company and personal goals; 4) the management report as a tool for decision
making ; and 5) case studies and student experiences . Prerequisite: AC 204G .
BA 308G Fundamentals of Investments [3]
The social and individual sides of investments, the investment
markets, instruments, mechanics, measures of return and
factors in choice of investments; investment policies and
practices . Obligations of the U.S. Government and its
agencies.
BA 309G Estate Planning [3]
Wills , law of intestacy, federal estate tax , life insurance planning , the marital deduction , jointly held property , gift tax ,
charitable deductions , revocable and irrevocable trusts .
Actual estate planning techniques will be emphasized to enable students to plan their personal estates .
BA 315G Principles of Industrial Management [3]
The modern manufacturing organization emphasizing capital
investment, plant location and layout, materials handling ,
product development, labor relations , methods improvement,
and production and quality control. Prerequisite: EC 211 G .
BA 319G Business Communicatiorts [3]
The principles and techniques of written communication in
business with emphasis on : communication as a process ,
language usage, purpose, organization , and content as applied to business letters and reports. Prerequisite: E 102G .
BA 320G Business and Technical Writing [3]
Techniques of effective writing relating to such areas as tech-

nical and administrative reports , public information releases ,
technical writing , etc . Prerequisite: E 102G .
BA 321 G Public Relations in Business [3]
Public relations techniques applied to business ; public information releases , how to sell the public via news media, etc .
Prerequisite: E 102G or equivalent.
BA 322G , 323G Business Law [3] [3]
Basic principles of law relating to contracts , agency , partnerships , corporations , personal and real property , estates ,
sales, negotiable instruments, security for credi.t transactions,
and bankruptcy.
BA 325G Personnel Management [3]
Selection and training of employees ; job analysis ; work standards and labor productivity ; merit rating and promotion
procedures; wage determination ; handling of employee g-rievances ; worker morale; fringe benefits . Prerequisite: EC 211 G .
BA 326G Motivation and Salesmanship [3]
Motivation, building self-confidence, and salesmanship with
emphasis on motivation and selling based on student needs .
Lectures , guest presentations , and discussions by working
··professionals .
BA 327G Marketing Management [3]
An integrated approach to marketing management: price,
product, distribution, and promotion . Prerequisite: EC 211 G .
BA 338G Management Organization Theory [3]
The structure and functioning of groups and individuals in
organizational settings . The nature of communication and
interaction . Leadership , morale, motivation , interpersonal
relations. Effective skills and attitt:Jdes. Decision making .
Attaining maximum productivity, individual satisfaction and
development. Case studies as_well as analysis of patterns of
management practice . Prerequisites: EC 211 G , 212G .
BA 347G Project Management [3]
Project management; its histo ry and development. Particular
attention will be devoted to the functions of project managers
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and methods utilized to achieve their objectives . Prerequisite:
Junior status .

mediation of other labor disputes . Prerequisite: Senior stat us
in Business/ Economics or equivalent managerial experience.

BA 354G Forecasting for Management [3]
The fundamental problems of forecasting in management
processes . Trend analysis; the use of quantitative and qualitative guides; indices ; sources of data. Prerequisite: EC 211 G, M
206G .

BA 424G Training Functions in Organizations [3]
An overview of the training function in business/ industry and
other types of organizations . For people who are not professional trainers , but who would like to use the training process
in their job and organization .

BA 385G Managerial Psychology
Psychological concepts and methods toward increasing the
effectiveness of managers and organizations. Topics include
understanding and changing one's self and others , resistance
to change, creativity , ethics , productivity , roles and norms.
Prerequisite: BA 209G .

BA 426G Advertising [3]
History , psychological behavior, marketing principles , economics, government regulations , creative communication ,
philosophical viewpoints, business organizations , communi cations research and social effects . Prerequisite: Junior
status .

BA 408G Small Business Management [3]
The place of small business in the American economy and
some of the major considerations required to start a successful small business . The course will include: types and organization , legal problems and procedures , planning, financing ,
marketing , producing , control , and governmental influences.
Case studies, outside research , and guest speakers will be
utilized . Prerequisites: BA 209G and junior/ senior status in
Business/ Economics.

BA 431 G Government Contracts Management [3]
Management of government contracts from proposal to contract completion ; prime and subcontracts ; problems in contract performance. Prerequisite: Junior or senior status in
Business/ Economics .

BA 409G Executive Policies and Decision Making [3]
Advanced case studies analysis of management decisions
and weaknesses . Prerequisite: BA 338G and senior status .

BA 436G Managerial Economics [3]
Major economics forces such as cyclical fluctuations , trends
in production, labor force, wages, prices , technological developments , productivity, federal and local taxes, competitive
behavior, public policy . The economic theory of policy decisions. Prerequisite: EC 211 G.

BA 410G Multinational Business Management [3]
The social, cultural , and economic impact of the multinational
corporation . Emphasis will be placed on the organizational,
environment , and strategy of the multinational enterprise .
Policy and strategy in the areas of marketing , production,
logistics , technology transfer, personnel and finance will be
stressed . Prerequisite: EC 212G .

BA 450G Business Ethics [3]
The moral climate in business and the rights and responsibilities of business people . Topics treated include ethical theories applied to business , employee responsibilities , business
and the consumer, women and minority workers , and business and ecology . May be used in Business or Humanities
field of concentration .

BA 422G Management-Labor Relations [3]
Current developments in management-labor relations. Survey of labor organization development; methods and legal
aspects of collective bargaining ; grievances procedure and

BA 482G Human Behavior in Organizations [3]
An experimental seminar emphasizing decision making and
using as subject matter: 1) cases from the Intercollegiate Case
Clearing House at Harvard , and 2) students' experience .
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BA 485G Human Relations in International Business [3]
Social customs as they affect business relations between
company officials of domestic and foreign countries.

CS 231 G Data Processing (Basic Language) [3]
Beginning course in BASIC programming language . Exposure to the BASIC language and its use in problem solving .
Student will use the TRS-80 computers for various programming projects . Prerequisite: CS 131G, or consent of instructor. $15 materials fee.

CHEMISTRY

CS 331 G Advanced Data Processing [3]
Advanced topics in BASIC and programming project of sufficient challenge to demonstrate command of BASIC . Prerequisite: CS 231 G, or consent of instructor. $15 materials fee .

C 101 G General Chemistry I [5]
Basic chemistry : fundamental principles and laws including
atomic structure, bonding, stoichionmetry and reactions. A
laboratory course requiring two classes per week.
C 102G General Chemistry II [5]
A continuation of C 101 G . The rules of solubility indepth with
laboratory analysis of cations and anions in aqueous solution .
Basic nuclear reactions ; redox and half reactions, and electrochemical reactions. A laboratory course requiring two
class meetings per week . Prerequisite: C 101 G.
C 105G Chemistry & Society - Applications & Issues (Lab) [3]
The important role chemistry plays in our day-to-day lives:
foods , wine making, photography, drugs, cosmetics , environmental problems and other topics of class interest. Designed
for non-majors, the use of mathematics is minimized and the
level of presentation assumes no scientific background . Lab &
field trips.
C 11 0G Chemistry and the Environment [3]
Concepts and methods of chemistry and their applications to
the study and solution of environmental problems . Assumes
no previous chemical knowledge of the student.(includes
lab) .

COMPUTER SCIENCE
CS 131 G Introduction to Data Processing [3]
General data processing theory , history and logic. Covers
computer arithmetic (binary, octol , hexadecimal) .

CS 332G Beginning Cobol [3]
A course designed to teach the fundamentals of the most
popular business data processing language . This course will
explore several major application areas as you learn and
apply the rules required to write COBOL programs . $15 materials fee.
CS 333G Advanced Cobol [3]
Additional exercises in program design and development utilizing advanced functions of the COBOL language. Programs
.will be developed in the computer lab to implement and test
problem solutions . Prerequisite: CS 332G . $15 materials fee .
CS 334G Fortran I [3]
This course introduces the elements of the FORTRAN language. Programs will be written and run on the college 's
academic computer including the use of functions and subroutines. $15 materials fee.
CS 335G Advanced Fortran [3]
Continuation of CS 334G with emphasis on DASDl / O , compiler/ linkage edition features, data structures implementation ,
and coding techniques . Programming projects will be completed on the schools computers and will range from individual to group assignments . $15 materials fee .
CS 345G Assembly Language Programming &
Computer Organization I [3]
Computer structure, data representation , addressing
schemes, looping techniques, subroutines , direct input/out-
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put , macro assembly language programming , and basic computer organization. Prerequisite: CS 334G. $15 materials fee .
CS 346G Assembly Language Programming &
Computer Organization II [3]
Continuation of CS 345G with emphasis on more complex
data structures, module interfacing , and data manipulation .
Coding will be done on the schools computers and will
encompass both individual and group assignments . $15
materials fee .
CS 461 G Data Structures [3]
Student will be exposed to the aspects of data structures.
Topics covered deal with : linked lists, queues, search techniques, sorts, merges, trees (binary) , stacks , N-dimensional
arrays, and internal data representation. Programming problems may be used to augment course subject matter.
CS 465G Numerical Analysis [3]
Survey of problem solving techniques . Specifically the following topics will be addressed : simplex method ,
maximizing / minimizing of functions, operations research
considerations. Various problems will be assigned to be
solved using the school 's computers .
CS 475G Operating Systems [3]
Course is intended to familarize the student with many of the
aspects of computer operating systems . Topics such as Batch
vs Real-time, multi- programming / multi-processor environments, resource management (e.g . time slicing vs priority
schemes) . Virtual Paging vs fixed partitions,. semiphores,
interrupt processing and system security will be covered.
Programming problems may augment the course subject
matter.

DP 1SOG Computer Literacy [3]
An introduction to computer solutions of problems in nonscience fields . Topics include a thorough discussion of computer language (BASIC) , simple logic in writing programs and

their capabilities of computers including word processing .
$15 materials fee .
DP 300G Systems Analysis and Design [3]
Analysis of business data processing systems . Data collection, system flow charts, system costs, problem definition and
feasibility studies . Prerequis ite : CS 131 G . $15 materials fee.
DP 351 G Management Information Systems [3]
Explains what computerized management information systems are and their uses. This course covers the various elements required to implement a management information
system . Some of these are data communications , computer
equipment, and the computer programs used to establish and
control these systems.

DP 400G Data Base Management [3]
An introduction to the fundamentals , design and implementation of data base technology through cases and examples
drawn from actual business uses of data base and is oriented
toward those students who will be data base users . Prerequisite : CS 131G , or knowledge of computers.

DP 41 OG Distributed Networks/Computer Communication
[3]
Computers can communicate. Methods have been developed
to achieve communication between many different machines.
Some of these methods will be discussed . In addition , this
course will cover the process of defining networks and communications system, doing feasibility studies, estimating
installation costs and operating these systems .
DP 420G Seminar in Office Automation [3]
Provides knowledge of office automat ion products and programs. Management work stations , user friendly application
packages and office automation networks will be discussed .
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE
In addition to Criminal Justice listings below, certain courses
from the Social Sciences will count in this field of
Concentration .
CJ 331 G Criminology [3]
Analysis of extent and types of criminal behavior. Causat ive
theories are examined and related to penological and rehabilitative programs as they have been deve.loped historically and
operate today .
CJ 340G American System of Criminal Justice [3]
Origin , concepts , and system of American jurisprudence as it
applies to the rights of the individual , the defense, and the
prosecution , from arraignment through appeal.
CJ 343G Civil Liberties [3]
An examination of the liberties and rights guaranteed to the
individual by law and by custom and the relationship of these
ind ividual liberties and rights to the crim inal justice system
and procedures .
CJ 357 Drug Abuse Problems and Programs [3]
The contemporary drug scene from the standpoint of prevention , education , rehabilitation as dealt with by counselors,
psychiatrists , clergy, sociologists , educators, law enforcement personnel , and others .
CJ 359G Community Relations for Law Enforcement [3]
Survey of current' programs ; police image and public
response , pub-lie and intergroup relations; guest lecturers
from news media; representatives from various minority and
special interest groups . Acceptable for Social Science
distribution .
CJ 367G Criminal Law [3]
The legal aspect of arrest , search and seizure as it applies to
law enforcement. Also, an examination of the Florida Criminal
Code, and how the many new interpretations of the elements
of c rimes affect the police officer.

CJ 410G Special Problems in Law Enforcement [3]
Contemporary problems of critical concern to the pol ice community. Students review and evaluate factors related to police
professionalism , ethics , community relations, review boards,
organized crime , police unions, use of force, and anti-police
organizations.
CJ 450G Community Crime Prevention Programs [3]
Designed to develop correct planning concepts involving the
community - individual citizens , neighborhoods, schools,
churches , and service organizations - in crime reduction programs based upon community involvement and cooperation
with local law enforcement , corrections, and rehabilitative
agencies .
CJ 460G Ethics, Morality and Criminal Justice [3]
The development of ethics and morality from the time of early
Biblical records , through Hammurabi and his code of ethics to
the present. Ethics, morals, and attitudes of our present day
society will be examined and related to the total Criminal
Justice System .

ECONOMICS
EC 211 G Principles of Economics (Micro) [3]
A foundation course for Business/ Economics students .
Supply and demand , pricing of resourses , models of business
firms , distribution of income, and wage structure .
EC 212G Principles of Economics (Macro) [3]
A foundat ion course for Business/ Economics students . Business cycles , inflation , unemployment, national income analysis, creation and flow ·of money , and international trade.
EC 305G International Economic Relations [3]
The general principles of international economics , trade
finances , theories, policies , practices, methods, institutions,
problems, foreign aid , balance of payments , and the role
played by the United States. Theory , policy and practice in the
complex economic interdependency of nations. Prerequisites: EC 211G, 212G .

II~ - - -
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EC 306G Public Finance [3]
Revenues and expenditures of federal , state and local governments . Repercussions of governmental expenditures and
taxes upon individuals , business firms , and the economy .
Implications of the national debt. Analysis of the balanced tax
system and principles for distribution of the tax burden ;
effects of deficit and surplus financing on the economy . Prerequisites : EC 211 G, 212G .
EC 309G Money and Banking [3]
Money, types of currency , modern banking operations, and
the nature and use of credit. Monetary and financial theory
ap.plied to business and government. Banking history, development of Federal Reserve System of control. Monetary theories , financial intermediaries, foreign banking sy.stems .
Prerequisites : EC 211 G, 212G.

EC 343G Economics of Social Issues [3]
Topical issues and problems in American society , such as
consumerism, business monopoly, pollution control , the
health care crisis, and the welfare problem. Exploration from
the economist's viewpoint without the usual emphasis on
models, graphics, or statistics .
EC 422G Comparative Economic Systems [3]
Competing economic systems , their nature, evolution , goals
and variety within the major systems of capitalism , socialism ,
communism and fascism . Prerequisites : EC 211 G, 212G .
EC 431 G Econometrics [3]
The use of statistical methods as scientific tools in the analysis of economic and business problems . Emphasis is placed
on the collection , analysis and interpretation of quantitative
economic and business data. Prerequisites: EC 211G , 212G .

EC 315G Personal Finance [3]
Principles of financial decisions making for individuals and
families . Dicussion of family budgeting, forms of savings , and
major expenditures such as home buying ; the variety of financial institutions available to families and individuals.
EC 321 G Labor Economics [3]
Labor force trends in employment: wages and hours, labor
unions, labor disputes and methods of settlement, the theory
and practices of collective bargaining , comparative labor
movements, public policy in labor and industrial relations,
minorities , labor issues of the future. Prerequisites: EC 211 G,
212G.
EC 327G History of Economic Thought [3]
Historical development and evaluation of economic thought,
based upon thought, based upon reading and interpretation
of standard works in economics . Major economic schools of
thought, their validity , usefulness and downfall; the relation
between economic functions and social goals. Prerequisites:
EC 221 G, 212G .
EC 331 G Current Economic Issues and Problems [3]
Contemporary economic issues; approaches to solutions of
problems for the perspective of the nation and the international community . Prerequisites: EC 211G, 212G .

ENGLISH
E 101 G English Composition & Literature I [3]
Review of grammatical usage and punctuation ; study and
practice of expository writing ; introduction to the critical
analysis of method and style in the short story .
E 102G English Composition & Literature II [3]
The writing of a research paper; analysis of poetry of different
types and eras; interpretation of drama including classical
Greek , Shakespearean , and modern . Prerequisite: E 101 G .
E 305G Advanced Composition [3]
Extends abilities in written communication beyond those
attained in Freshman English ; covers varied forms and types
of written expression . Prerequisite: E 101 G .
E 307G The Contemporary American Novel [3]
Selected twentieth-century American fiction with analysis of
primarily short novels. Prerequisite: E 102G .
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E 316G Adventure, Mystery and Romance [3]
The origins, development, and implications of detective/mystery/ crime fiction . Students will read works ranging from
Edgar Allan Poe and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle to Ian Fleming
and Joseph Wambaugh , with occasional excursions into the
treatment of crime on television and in films .
E 317G Adventure, Mystery, and Romance II [3]
Science fiction, fantasy literature, and horror stories by such
authors as Mary Shelley , Edgar Allan Poe, Ray Bradbury,
Arthur Clarke, and Issac Asimov will be examined for their
elements, themes, and implications of values and trends.
E 347G , 348G Professional Writing: Fundamentals &
Advanced Techniques [3] [3]
Guided workshop practice with individual attention to writing
and editing of fiction and nonfiction. Study and application of
techniques of modern writers. Prerequisite: E 305G , or consent of instructor.
E 390G Expository Writing (Thesis Research Methods) [3]
Techniques of expository writing; organization and presentation of material. Critical study of structure and style . Bibliography and critism. Advanced research methods and thesis
writing . (Recommended for students preparing for graduate
studies) . Prerequisites: E 101 G , 102G .
E 403G American Literature I [3]
A survey of American literature from 1645 to 1845. Historical
and cultural backgrounds ; close analysis of selected works.
Prerequisites: E 101 G , 102G.
E 406G British Literature I [3]
A survey of British literature from the earliest times to the
1800's. Close analysis of selected literary works; literary periods and historical development. Prerequisites: E 101 G , 102G .

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
ES .382G Environmental Hazards to Health [3]
Potential and real threats and solutions to human health prob-

lems posed by natural phenomena and the artificial alteration
of environmental conditions in a technological society. Biological , chemical , physical, and moral aspects of problems
and solutions.
ES 386G The Future of the Environment: Doomsday,
Utopia, or What? [3]
An introduction to environmental issues and trends . The
meaning and assessment of quality of life, the limits to growth
debate , human settlement patterns, energy , technology :
problem or solut ion , pollution , environmental health , natural
disasters, the future of Florida, and the environmental movement. Non- lab science.
ES 387G Environmental Law [3]
Laws and regulations relative to environmental problems,
their administration and implementation with particular
emphasis on their practical application to Florida.
ES 390G Introduction to Solar Energy [3]
The application of solar energy for heating , cooling , agriculture and power generation . Devices such as flat plate collectors, concentrators , greenhouses, solar stills and solar cells:
their underlying physical principles and their inherent economic and social costs and benefits .
·

GEOGRAPHY
GG 201 G World Regional Geography [3]
An introduction to the major physical and cultural regions of
the world .
GG 311 G Physical Geography [3]
Detailed treatment of the physical phenomena of world geography: soils , cl imate, vegetation . Satisfies part of the non-lab
Science distribution requirement.
GG 321 G Geography and World Affairs [3]
World political and economic patterns in the light of natural
environments and cultural differences, with emphasis on the
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respective roles of the First, Second , and Third Worlds . Prerequisite: GG 201 G , or consent of instructor.
GG 382G Conservation of Natural Resources [3]
Natural and human resources; practices of utilization of these
resources. Satisfies resource certification for Social Studies
teachers, and non-lab Science distribution .
GG 498G Directed Individual Study
A written outline or description of the study must be approved
in writing by the instructor and director prior to registration.
Prerequisites : ·senior status and a minimum of 12 semester
hours in subject matter area .

GEOLOGY
G 201 G Physical Geology (includes lab) [3]
Active geological forces , such as earthquakes , volcanoes ,
wind , waves, rivers and glaciers . Geomorphic processes and
the resulting topography ; physical properties of common
minerals and rocks .$10 .00 lab fee .
G 301 G Oceanography (includes lab) [3]
A study of oceanography with special emphasis on seawater
composition and circulation, marine geology, marine biology
and economic resources . Includes a history of ocean studies,
present development, and the future potentials of the oceans.
$10 .00 lab fee .
G 302G Geology of Florida (includes lab) [3]
The physical and historical geology of Florida including
related Southeastern geology: land forms , structures , common fossils and mineral deposits . Lab includes rocks and
fossil studies . $10 .00 lab fee.
G 310G Marine Pollution I (includes lab) [3]
Estuaries, lagoons, tidal marshes and ecosystems . Major
causes of pollution include oil spills , pesticides , and sewage
treatment processes . Tidelands real estate development,

dredging , and costal zone mining and drilling. Specific case
studies of problem areas in the State of Florida . Field trip and
laboratory. $10 .00 lab fee .
G 311G Marine Pollution II (includes lab) [3]
For the student who does not mind getting wet. A study of
Brevard County's marine environment. Field lab work supplemented by discussion of the existing Federal , State, and local
laws pertaining to pollution . $10 .00 lab fee .
G 315G Environmental Pollution [3]
Introduction to ecology ; pesticides , air pollution , water pollution, thermal pollution , noise pollution , solid wastes, and population growth problems . Non-lab science .
G 320G Environmental Geology (includes lab) [3]
The relationships between man and his geological habitat:
man 's problems in using the earth, the impact on the earth
from man 's use of it, and the properties of rocks and other
surface deposits as they affect man 's activities . Local field
trips . $10 .00 lab fee .

HISTORY
H 208G Ancient History [3]
The ancient world from prehistoric times through the middle
of the fifth century with emphasis on Greece and Rome .
H 209G Medieval History [3]
An introduction to medieval Europe from the fifth to the fifteenth century with special emphasis on social , political , and
religious developments. Lecture/ discussion .
H 311 G Modern Germany: Its Society and Culture [3]
Political , social , economic , and cultural trends in Germany
since Bismarck, with special emphasis on the Weimar era, the
Nazi period , and conditions in the two Germanies in the postwar period to the present.
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H 312G History of Modern England [3]
The history of Modern England and the evolution of the
Empire and Commonwealth from the Hanoverian Period to
the present.
H 321 G, 322G History of Latin America I & II [3] [3]
The first course is a survey of Spanish and Portuguese colonial systems and institutions with emphasis on their longrange influences on the Latin American countries ; the second
is a study of the growth of the Latin America republics from
the Wars of Independ ence to the present. Prerequisite:
Sophomore status.
H 331G Modern European History, 1600-1815 [3]
Europe from 1600 to 1815 , with special attention to the intellectual achievements of the period , the political thought of the
17th century , and the background and significance of the
French Revolution.
H 332G Modern European History, 1815-1914 [3]
Europe from 1815 to 1914 with emphasis on the emergence
and competition of the major nation-states, the development
of revolutionary thought of the period and the impact of World
War I on the world .
H 333G Modern European History, 1914-1939 [3]
A detailed review of the period from 1914 to 1939 with emphasis on European and world problems which led to the decline
of the liberal, democratic nations and the rise of Italian Fascism and German National Socialism .
H 334G Modern European History, Since 1939 [3]
An extensive review of the political , social and economic
consequences of the Second World War on Europe and the
world . The political and social trends of the last 30 years in
Western Europe's search for integration, the development of
Easte~n Europe under Soviet tutelage.
H 336G Dictators of Modern Europe [3]
Authoritarianism in twentieth century Europe: general concepts of authoritarianism; the regimes of Mussolini, Hitler,
Franco , and Stalin ; implications in our contemporary world .

H 337G The Makers of Modern Europe:
Studies in Biography [3]
The role of the " great man " in history and the use of biography: lives of prominent Europeans ranging from Martin
Luther to Charles DeGaulle.
H 341G History of the United States, Colonial to 1783 [3]
This is part of a broad, chronological series focusing on the
growth of the American Republic. This section examines
colonial America and the American Revolution .
H 342G History of the United States, 1783-1865 [3]
The " national period " including expansion , reform movements, the growth of sectionalism and civil war.
H 343G History of the United States, 1865-1920 [3]
Reconstruction, the populist and progressive eras ; American
overseas expansion and Wilson 's world crusade .
H 344G History of the United States, After 1920 [3]
A detailed study of domestic and foreign issues and challenges involving the Depression , the Second World War, and
the early Cold War years.
H 345G American Constitutional Issues [3]
The development of the Supreme Court and its landmark
cases ; the constitutional theory embodied in the U.S. Constitution ; important cases illustrating this constitutional
development.
H 350G American Politics and Policies Since 1945 [3]
Recent American history and its relation to contemporary
issues: presidential adm inistrations from Truman to the present ; major issues in domestic and foreign policy .
H 363G Hitler: A Study in Tyranny-[3]
The life, the career, and the myth of Hitler and the Nazi movement; the Nazi philosophy ; Hitler's foreign policy and his role
in World War II.
·
H 365G Stalin: A Study in Terror [3]
An extended view of perhaps modern history's most powerful
and feared dictator. Stalin's early life and activities in the
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Communist movement; his drive for power; the various
dimensions of his 25-year dictatorship ; his system of terror;
the effects of Stalin and his times on the Soviet Union today.
H 381 G History of Russia I (9th century to 1800) [3]
An historical survey of Russia from the early Kievan and
feudal periods through the rise of Moscow and the expansion
of empire under Peter the Great and Catherine the Great.
H 382G History of Russia II (1800 to the Present) [3]
Covers the era of Russia's great-power ambitions from 1800 to
1917 , the rise of the reform and revolutionary movements, the
Bolshevik Revolution, and the evolution of the Soviet state
under Stalin and his successors .
H 431 G World War II: History and Analysis [3]
The Second World War from the perspective of 40 years: the
nature and goals of Hitler's war aims ; the military aspects
within the major theaters of operation; the tensions arising
within the Grand Alliance as forerunner of the Cold War. The
resistance movements as well as the scientific and secret
intelligence operations of the war will be reviewed .
H 450G Historiography: Historians and Their Methods [3]
An overview of the works and ideas of the leading European
and American historians of the past 100 years . Attention wi II
be focused on themes, ideological perspectives and recent
trends in methodology. Term paper required.

HUMANITIES
HU 381 G Contemporary Humanities [3]
The relationships between selected philosophical ideas and
literature, art , and music of contemporary society with
emphasis on their relevancy to the individual student. (Other
humanities listed under Interdisciplinary Studies) .

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
IC 300G The Problems of Aging [3]
An inquiry into the behavioral , attitudinal , and emotional
phenomena associated with maturity and old age .
IC 301 G Courtship, Divorce and Marriage [3]
Changing male-female interaction patterns ; their implications , for traditional patterns of dating, courtship, and marriage ; the importance of knowing oneself , responsibilities in
courtship, changing roles in marriage partners . May be used
in Social Science or Humanities field of concentration .
IC 305G Psycho-Social Perspectives on Death and Dying [3]
Historical and present perspectives of death and dying . Topics include: grief, euthanasia, the dying person, the family , the
hospice systems, bereavement, and widowhood. May be used
in Social Science or Humanities field of concentration .
IC 314G Anxiety, Stress and Loneliness: An Inquiry
Into Their Causes & Cures [3]
The stress of daily living in today's environment: the three
distinct stages of the " general adaptation syndrome"; personal solutions to altering our response to stress (therapy,
meditation , bio-feedback , etc.); coping with loneliness. May
be used in Social Science or Humanities field of
concentration.
IC 316G Applied Personal Financial Counseling [3]
Practical principles on which to make financial decision : family budgeting , forms of savings , and major expenditures .
Counseling of people with financial difficulties is introduced .
May be used in Business or Social Science field of
concentration.
IC 324G Personal Law [3]
The principles of law governing significant legal problems
directly affecting daily living . Practical topics treated include:
marriage, divorce, property and child custody rights , abortion, dependent and delinquent children and related domestic
problems , wills , probate, guardianships, trusts and estates,
bankruptcy , garnishment, creditor laws, and consumer pro-
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tection laws. May be used in Business, Criminal Justice or
Social Science fields of concentration .
IC 326G Working in the '80's [3]
The transformation of the traditional American work ethic and
the new kinds of workers and managers evolving in the eighties. Each student will develop a profile of his/ her job (or job
goals) and a plan for coping with these changes. May be used
in Business , Social Science , or Humanities field of
concentration .
IC 333G Israel and the Middle East [3]
A history of the new Middle East nations: religious, ethic, and
cultural issues.
IC 335G The Holocaust [3]
The historical roots of anti-Semitic thought in central and
eastern Europe and the Nazi " Final Solution ." Jewish persecution within the ghetto and concentration camp systems,
with particular attention to the literature and philosophy of
human hope and survival which was a part of this experience.
May be used in Social Science or Human ities fields of
concentration.
IC 340G Mythology [3]
The myths of ancient civilizations and peoples , their gods,
goddesses, divine heroes and sacred writings, with particular
emphasis on the Greco-Roman mythology. May be used in
Social Science or Humanities field of concentration .
IC 345G Herstory: A Social History of American Women [3]
Women in American History : women 's day-to-day lives ,
accomplishments , and contributions to American economic,
social , and political development from the 17th century to the
present. May be used in Social Science or Humanities field of
concentration.
IC 350G An Historical Perspective on American Film [3]
An historical over-view of American movies and their reflection of American social and economic history in the 20th
century . Films representing various decades and themes will
be sbown. May be used in Social Science or Humanities field
of concentration .

IC 372G Mass Media and American Culture [3]
The impact of mass media upon American culture, past and
present; the media as both reporters of the culture and leaders
of new developments within the culture. Topics include television shows , popular poetry, cartoons, music, movies, etc. May
be used as Social Science or Humanities field of
concentration .
IC 390G Political Philosophy I [3]
The political , philosophic and ethical thought developed from
the classical age of Greece through the thought of Plato and
Aristotle , Cicero and Roman Law , medieval political and philosophic concepts , Machiavelli, and major theorists of the
Protestant Reformation . May be used in Social Science or
Humanities field of concentration .
IC 391 G Political Philosophy II [3]
A continuation of IC 390G. Explores the political , philosophic,
and ethical thought developed from the 18th century. Emphasis is upon the tenets of liberalism , radicalism , socialism and
nee-conservative authoritarianism and how they related to
the prevailing philosophic-ethical views of each period . May
be used in Social Science or Humanities field of
concentration .
IC 423G History of Law [3]
The law's growth from Sumeria, through Moses, the Greeks,
Romans , English and French . How law in America evolved to
meet the requirements of our history, from the formative era,
thru the age of individualism and free enterprise to the present
role of law as an instrument of social welfare . May be used in
Business or Social Science field of concentration .
IC 468G Social Forces and the Law · [3]
The nature of law and how it develops and changes ; the
sociological , economic, and philosophical implications of
some of the world 's outstanding trials and appeals ; new federal and state laws and judicial decisions currently affecting
business and society . For those seeking careers in behavioral
sciences, law enforcement, business or personnel administration . May be used in Business or Social Science field of
concentration .
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IC 469G The American Free Enterprise System [3]
The impact on the American Free Enterprise System of current economic philosophies on American politics, business,
and society. May be used in Business , Social Science or
Humanities field of concentration. Prerequisite: Junior or
senior status.

MATHEMATICS
The course program in Mathematics is best understood in
terms of the three sequences of course numbers:
a.

M 101G , M 102G, M 103G, M 212G , M 213G ,
M 303G and M 312G, M 313G , M 416G,
M 431 G . (Core Sequence)

b.

M 206G, M 211G, M 316G, M 321G, M 322G,
M 434G, M 438G
In addition to

GN 201G, 202G Intermediate German [3] [3]

c.

M 300G, M 316G

SH 101 G, 102G Elementary Spanish [3] [3]

The first sequence provides the mathematical background
essential for advanced physics and engineering courses; the
second includes important courses which a mathematics
major should take in addition to those in the first ; the third
gives a mathematical introduction to computer science. The
student may take courses at the same level from the different
sequences at the same time and benefit from the fact that they
supplement each other.

LANGUAGES & CULTURES
GN 101 G, 102G Elementary German [3] [3]

SH 201 G, 202G Intermediate Spanish [3] [3]
FL 381 G Introduction to Language [3]
An introduction : how language is " put together, " develops
and changes .
RN 311G Soviet Life & Society [3]
Current life and society in the U.S .S.R. with an interpretation
of the dominant literary, sociological , cultural, economic, and
political factors as depicted in selected publications of contemporary authors , government publications , and the press;
examination of the individual republics and nationalities of
the U .S.S.R . No knowledge of Russian required.
RN 315G Soviet Literature: Alexander Solzhenitsyn [3]
Reading and discussion of the major works of the Soviet
author , Alexander Solzhenitsyn . During this course students
will be introduced to the role of th_is writer in Soviet culture
and political life as well as determining his status as "The
Cancer of Conscience of a Nation." Among readings required
will be: One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, Matryona 's
House, For the Good of the Cause, The First Circle, Cancer
Ward and extracts from The Archipelago Gulag and his plays .
Comparison of Solzhenitsyn 's literary style with other Russian and American writers will be made during discussions.

A student who has had four years of high school mathematics
recently may be excused from M 101G , M102G and M 103G , if
he did well in high school or passed the general examination
of the College Level Examination Program.
M 100G Concepts of Mathematics [3]
Primarily for students in liberal arts and business . A wide
range of topics to provide working knowledge of common
mathematical concepts from number systems to topics applicable to present day disciplines.
M 101 G Introduction to College Algebra [3]
Sets and subsets; structure of the real number system ; axions
of a field; operations on polynomials and rational expressions; solution of sets of linear equations , quadratic equations; relations, functions and graphs, and worded problems.
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M 102G College Algebra with Transcendental Functions [3]
Presents certain topics in algebra for later study of analytic
geometry. Includes theory of functions , polynomials, the bionomial theorem, logarithms , and logarithmic and exponential
functions . Prerequisite: M 101 G or consent of instructor.
M 103G Trigonometry with Applications [3]
Presents topics of trigonometry that will make them most
useful for later study of analytic geometry and calculus. Topics include the trigonometric point on cartesian coordinates,
trigonometric functions and their graphs , trigonometric identities , boundedness and amplitude , right-triangle trigonometry , law of sines , law of cosines , and inverse trigonometric
functions . Prerequisite : M 101 G or the consent of the
instructor.
M 206G Elementary Probability & Statistics [3]
The development of fundamental probability and statistical
methods for obtaining , analyzing and presenting numerical
data. Presents the basic theory of probability and statistics
necessary to understanding research done in business and
the natural and social sciences . Prerequisite: M 101 G or
equivalent.
M 211G Analytic Geometry with Vectors and Matrices [3]
Plane and solid analytic geometry using vectors and matrices.
Prerequisite: M 103G or equivalent. May be taken concurrently with M 212G or M 213G .
M 212G, 213G Calculus with Analytic Geometry [3] [3]
Integrates some plane analytic geometry with differential and
intregral calculus . M 221 G is recommended at the same time
as M 212G or M 213G . Prerequisite: M 103G or equivalent.
M 300G Boolean Algebra and its Applications [3]
An intuitive development of the algebra of sets and of Boolean
algebra ; symbolic logic and the algebra of propositions; truth
tables ; valid arguments, and indirect proofs; switching algebra ; basic circuits for binary arithmetic computations ; introduction to probability. Prerequisite: M 102G or equivalent.

M 301 G Probability and Statistics II [3]
Continuation of M 206G . Prerequisite: M 206G or equivalent.
M 303G Linear Algebra [3]
Vector and vector spaces , simultaneou s linear equations ,
matrices, and determinants; linear transformations , inner products, orthogonality . Prerequisite: M 213G .
M 312G Advanced Calculus [3]
Advanced calculus will include infinite series, partial derivatives , multiple integrals , implicit function theorems, uniform
convergence, line, surface , and solid integrals , functions of
complex variables with applications, and fourier series . Prerequisite: M 213G .
M 313G Differential Equations [3]
The classification , solution, and application of various equations involving not only variables, but also the derivatives of
these variables. Introduction to advanced methods of solution. Prerequisite: M 303G and M 312G .
M 316G Linear Programming [3]
Matrix and vector theory extended to quantitative analysis.
Maximization of profit functions, minimization of cost functions . Simplex method and transportation method . Prerequisite: M 102G or equivalent.
M 321 G, 322G Probability and Statistics [3] [3]
Elementary probability, models , combinations and permutations, expectations, variances , sums of random variables.
Includes both discreet and continuous distributions , sequential sampling , testing by hypothesis, experimental design and
analysis of variance . Prerequisite: M 213G .
M 416G Vector Analysis
Vector calculus; line and surface integrals, Green 's, Stokes'
and Gauss' Theorem ; introduction to tensor analysis .Prerequisite: M 312G .
M 434G Partial Differential Equations [3]
Extension of work of M 313G to functions of more than one
variable. Legendre polynomials and Fourier series. Prerequisite : M 303G and M 313G .
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M 438G Introduction to Complex Variables [3]
Algebra and geometry of complex numbers, elementary functions , conformal mapping , elementary complex integration ,
series , residues , evaluation of infinite real integrals . Prerequisite : M 313G .
M 499G Mathe·matics Seminar (Integral Equations) [3]
Volterra and Fredholm linear integral equations . Fredholm
linear equations with bi-linear kernels . The relation between
linear differential equations and Volterra 's integral equation .
Complete orthonormal system of functions . Fourier series .
For seniors concentrating in mathematics or science . Prerequisite: M 303G .

MUSIC
MU 207G Form and Style [3]
To assist students , who have little or no music training , in
listening to music intelligently and to familiarize them with the
works of the great composers .
MU 313G American Music - 20th Century [3]
A survey of popular American music , including jazz, folk ,
western , rock , and other comtemporary styles.
MU 320G The Enjoyment of Music
Selected recordings and lectures to demonstrate and explain
the significant developments of Romanticism since the
French Revolution ; the works of Beethoven , Chopin , Tchai kowsky , Wagner, Brahms , R. Strauss , et al as a manifestation
of the political , social , and cultural climate of that era , with
special attention to parallel movements in the humanities and
their influence on the music of Ravel , Debussy, Schoenburg,
and Stravinsky after 1900.

PHILOSOPHY
PH 103G Introduction to Philosphy [3]
A general introduction to the aims , methods and content of
philosophy through a study of some of its most important

figures and perennial problems : includes such problems as :
how do we know that our ideas are true? what is reality? does
God exist? why is there evil in the world? is there a mind
distinct from our body? are we free or determined? what is our
highest good? how do we know right from wrong? what distinguishes the beautiful from the ugly? what is the place of the
individual in society?
PH 221 G Ethics: Good and Evil [3]
A study of the most influential works in moral philosophy and
discussion of modern day moral dilemmas .
PH 222G Practical Logic [3]
An introduction to the elements of cogent reasoning and how
to avoid logical pitfalls in ordinary informal thought and
language .
PH 225G Philosophy of Law [3]
An introduction to the basic principles and concepts underlying legal institutions and practices .
PH 301 G History of Early Western Philosophy [3]
The development of philosophy in ancient Greece : emphasis
on Democritus , Socrates , Plato , Aristotle , and Stoics . Prerequisite: PH 203G or equivalent .
PH 303G History of Modern Philosophy [3]
The development of philosophy from the Renaissance to
Hegel. Emphasis on the philosophies of Locke , Berkeley ,
Hume, Descartes , Leibnitz and Kant . Prerequisite : PH 203G or
equivalent.
PH 305G Philosophy of Education [3]
The appl ication of analytical techniques to various classical
and contemporary writings in the philosophy of education .
The role of philosophy in dealing with educational terms such
as "teaching, " "education," " relevance ," "discipline ," " punishment," " indoctrination ," etc.
PH 309G American Philosophy [3]
Major American philosophies , political and social theories ,
religious and literary movements , and scientific achievements
since the formation of the Republic .
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PH 320G Nature, Man and God [3]
The principles which underlie man 's relationship with other
men, his knowledge of the universe, and his conception of
God .
PH 328G Existentialism [3]
Problems and possibilities of theism , atheism , and humanism
from the ex istentialist perspective. Authors include Kierkegaard , Nietzche, Heidegger, Sarte, Marcel , Unamuno, and
Berdyaev.
PH 343G Philosophy of the Recent Past [3]
The development of philosophy after Hegel up to the present
time. Emphasis on NeoKantianism, French positivism, American and British realism and analytical philosphy. Prerequisite:
PH 203G or equivalent.

PHYSICS
P 201 G General Physics I (includes lab) [5]
Part one of two semester sequence . Included are different
theories of motion from those of Aristotle through those of
Kepler, Galileo and Newton , motion of the earth and planets,
conservation of energy and the study of waves . Prerequisite:
M 101G .
P 202G General Physics II (includes lab) [5]
Continuation of the non calculus physics sequence. Included
are studies of light, electric f ields , and electro magnetism.
One classroom session and one laboratory session per week.
Prerequisite: M 101G .
P 301 G Engineering Physics I [5]
Part one of a two semester sequence consisting of the analytical study of classical mechanics, force , relativistic effects,
momentum , rotational dynamics , oscillatory motion and
gravitational fields . Laboraroty experiments and physical
measurements are an integral feature of the course . Primarily
for majors in engineering or the Sciences. One class room
session and one lab session per week . Co-requisite: M 213G.

P 302G Engineering Physics II [5]
Continuation of the Engineering Physics sequence of natural
and experimental philosophy with laboratory to include the
study of electrostatics , D.C . circuits , magnetic phenomena ,
wave motion, and solid state physics. One classroom session
and one laboratory session per week . Prerequisite: P 301 G,
Co-requisite M 213G .

POLITICAL SCIENCE
PO 201 G Principles of Government [3]
General introduction to governments-national and local, with
emphasis on principles and concepts of political science in
the American democratic tradition.
PO 304G Major Issues [3]
A discussion of contemporary political problems .
PO 336G Revolution in the Modern World [3]
The theory and analysis of revolutionary causation and development ; the meaning , dynamics, rationale and goals of revolution ; the revolutionary leader as a psychological type .
PO 337G Comparative Government [3]
A comparison of major contemporary political movements
and of governmental inst itutions and processes. Great Britain , France , Germany, Russia, as well as some of the newly
emerging countries will provide the materials for the discussion of key issues.
PO 347G American National Government [3]
The federal government and its interstate relationships: public policy making , the interaction of political purpose and
parties , the administrative structure, interest groups and
effective citizen participation .
PO 357G The United States and Latin America [3]
A survey of U.S. relations with Latin America to the present
emphasizing national policies and areas of conflict and common interest. Prerequisite: Junior status.
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PO 361 G American Foreign Relations [3]
American diplomatic relations from colonial days to the early
20th century, emphasizing the causes of American expansion
within the framework of the " manifest destiny" of the early
19th century and the growth of American imperialism in the
late 19th century.
PO 362G Contemporary Foreign Relations Problems [3]
An extension of PO 361 G : contemporary problems arising
between the major powers in the world.
PO 385G Political Theory [3]
Representative thinkers from the Greeks to contemporary
behavioralists with attention to conflict involved in the authoritative allocation of values .
PO 459G The Developing Nations [3]
A seminar in the politics , economy and social relations in the
emerging nations, with emphasis o n Africa . Prerequisite : 6
credits in Political Science or History .
PO 462G Cold War as Politics and History [3]
America 's national security establishment and its formulation
of American Cold War policy after World War II , emphasizing
military and foreign policy thought and action in the nuclear
age .

PSYCHOLOGY
PS 201 G General Psychology [3]
An introduction and systematic survey of the field of
psychology .
PS 216G Drugs and Behavior [3]
An investigation of the effects of drug usage on human and
subhuman behavioral patterns , w ith emphasis on three areas ;
physiological responses, psychological and emotional reactions to drug usage, and the growth and maintenance of the
drug subculture .

PS 238G Development Psychology [3]
The physiological, psychological development of children
with emphasis on those factors which promoted optimum
growth . Prerequisite: PS 201 G .
PS 303G Psychology of Adjustment [3]
Adjustment problems and methods of meeting them as
related to personality , development. Prerequisite: PS 201 G.
PS 31 0G Abnormal Psychology [3]
Behavior disorders in relation to normal behavior and mental
health; survey of methods of classification, diagnosis, treatment and prevention of psychopathology . Prerequisite: PS
201 G.
PS 315G Behavior Modification [3]
A systematic analysis of the principles of human behavior and
their application to the modification of behavior in the following settings: parents and children ; teachers and students ; and
individuals attempting to change their own behavior and the
behavior of others . Practical application stressed .
PS 320G Coping and Human Behavior [3]
The practical application of psychological theories in solving
modern problems associated with stress, tensions , unemployment, marriage, broken homes, handicapped individuals,
etc .
PS 325G Psychology of Motivation [3]
The research of comparative psychophysiologists, animal
behaviorists , social psychologists , and personality theorists
as it pertains to the " why " of behavior. Historical and current
developments, including work on biological rhythms .
PS 350G Crisis Intervention [3]
Crisis therapy, including suicide prevention ; present concepts of delinquency, racial behavior, deviancy, and mental
illness; the juvenile offender, the " teenage hot line," and
resources available to local rehabilitation agencies . Emphasis
is on prevention and rehabilitation. Films, tapes, and outside
speakers as appropriate .
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PS 351 Adolescent Development [3]
Growth and development of adolescents in the school , home,
and the community . Prerequisite: PS 201 G. Acceptable for
teacher certification .
PS 355G Psychology of Race and Ethnic Relations I [3]
The dynamics of membership in selected ethnic and racial
groups and of intergroup tensions: historical and cultural
factors contributing to persisting problems; prejudice, discrimination and sterotypes . Emphasizes the effect upon personality and ethnic and racial group membership.
PS 356G Psychology of Race Relations II [3]
Attitudes , prejudice , and bias ; the language and methods of
overt prejudice and the media, poverty and prejudice, cultural
differences; perceptions of interpersonal situations involving
persons of different cultures : attendant cause-and-effect
relationships.
PS 359G Children: The Challenge [3]
Psychological principles of parent-child relations with practical applications.

PS 395G Techniques of Counseling and Interviewing [3]
Theories and methods for counseling and interviewing ; tests
used in est imating vocational fitness . Practice in counseling
and interview situations . Prerequisite: PS 201 G.
PS 396G Group Process - The Dynamics of
Group Counseling [3]
The methods of group leadership, group effectiveness , communication within the group and relations between the group
and individual members. The dynamics of the encounter
group, T-group , consciousness raising group, Gestalt group,
TA groups , etc . Techniques of observation , assessment and
leadership. Prerequisite: 6 semester hours Psychology and/ or
counseling theories .
PS 401 G Theories of Personality [3]
Major theorists' contributions to personality theory . An evaluation of the current status of and research in each theory.
Prerequisite: PS 301 G.

PS 360G Experimental Psychology [3]
The planning , execution , analysis and reporting of behavioral
experiments; several non-laboratory experiments are presented : literature, procedures and instruments; representative areas of psychological research is presented.

PS 408G Social Psychology [3]
Identification of the social and psychological variables that
human behavior a predictable base. Topics include: human
nature, psychological development, sex role identification ,
love, affiliation , aggression , image management, attitudes,
conflict, prejudices , laws, and other applied problems .

PS 361 G Learning Theories [3]
The contributions of experimental and theoretical psychology to the problem of learning ; antecedents and interpretations of the major theories. Prerequisite: PS 201 G or consent
of instructor. Acceptable for teacher certification .

PS 415G Topics in Psychology [3]
Advanced theory and research in selected areas of psychology. Topics as announced may be taken more than once for
credit under different topics .

PS 373G Industrial Psychology [3]
The application of the principles and methods of psychology
to problems in business and industry, such as personnel
selection , training , supervision , executive leadership and
development, attitudes and job satisfaction , and effects of
conditions and methods of work on productivity. Prerequisite:
PS 201 G .

PS 425G Transactional Analysis [3]
Basic concepts in behavioral Transactional Analysis which
stress the Parent-Adult-Child Ego States. System developed
by Dr. Eric Berne in " Games People Play" and popularized by
Dr. Thomas Harris' book , " I'm OK - You 're OK ; A Practical
Guide to Transaction Analysis."
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RELIGION
R 201G The Old Testament [3]
The literature and religion of the Old Testament.

structure and functioning , and the significance of group
phenomena for understanding human behavior.

R 203G The New Testament [3]
The content, character, hope, and promise of the New
Testament.

SA 304G Human Sexuality [3]
The sociology , psychology , and physiology of human sexuality. Sexual myths, attitudes, prejudices , and values are examined through the use of role-play , value clarification
exercises , and small group discussions.

R 330G Judaism, Christianity and Islam [3]
The three great Monotheistic fa iths in histo rical and cultural
perspective .

SA 308G The Family [3]
The family as a basic unit of society in the United States and in
other cultures with some attention to family disorganization .

R 331 G History of Religions [3]
An introduction to the major religions of the world, Hinduism ,
Buddhism , Taoism, Shintoism , Zoroastrianism , Judaism ,
Christianity and Islam .

SA 311G Topics in Sociology [3]
Advanced theory and research in selected areas of sociology .
Topics as announced . May be taken more than once for credit
under different topics .

R 391 G Nature of Mystical Experience [3]
The characteristics of mystical experience in literature from
the East and the West analyzed from psychological and philosophical points of view. Students w ill develop a practice of
mediation and keeping a journal.

SA 315G Social Problems [3]
Contemporary social problems , such as pollution , war, crime,
racism , drug addiction, poverty , sexual deviation , and overpopulation: their nature and consequences for society .

R 401 G, 402G Contemporary Religions [3] [3]
Present day problems of religion . Communication ; human
existence ; religion and the realm of reason ; religion and culture; religion and world order; encounter of the East and West.
R 410G Theism , Atheism, and Humanism [3]
The existence of God , the need of God , the nature of God , and
the character of human responsibility in current religious
thought. Views of theologians such as Illich , Freud, and
Camus will facilitate students developing their own views .

SOCIOLOGY
SA 202G Introduction to Sociology [3]
The major concepts utilized by sociologists in analyzing
socio-cultural behavior, emphasis on human groups, their

SA 316G Deviant Behavior [3]
An examination of several types of deviant behavior with a
view toward understanding how deviance causes changes in
our basic insti_tutions.
SA 320G Social Change and the Future [3]
Social change processes and how they affect the organization
of societies , man's relationship to his environment , and the
nature of future life styles. Emphasizes violence and comprehensive public planning as an alternative means to direct
social change .
SA 325G Social Disorganization [3]
Individual and group disorganization : such as alcoholism ,
drug addiction, crime, divorce and suicide examined within
the context of the socio-cultural milieu . Prerequisite: SA 201 G
or 202G.
SA 380G Social Gerontology [3]
Anthropological, medical , psychological , and sociological
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propositions about the elderly found in most societies , from
"primitive" to industrialized ; what behavior is universal among
the elderly; the elderly's living environments; the effects of
aging on sex and skills ; the pwchopathology of human aging ;
death and bereavement.

SA 390G Public Opinion and Propaganda [3]
An examination of the effect of propaganda , no matter what
its source , on the opinions we hold on political , social and
ethical questions ; a scrutiny of the validity of polls ; and certain
techniques for discerning propaganda no matter how cleverly
disguised.

SPEECH
SP 202G Effective Speech [3]
Fundamentals of public speaking : principles , actual practice
and constructive criticism .
SP 305G Elements of Persuasion [3]
Classical and contemporary theories of persuasion : the ethics
of persuasion , motivational analysis, and non-logical appeals.
The preparation and delivery of various types of persuasive
speeches . Prerequisite : SP 202G .
SP 322G Advanced Public Speaking [3]
Practice in functional public speaking with emphasis on leadership, team building, and human relations .
SP 328G Interpersonal Communications [3]
Speech communication focusing on human interaction rather
than the skills of platform speaking . The nature of communications; how to communicate more effectively .

THEATRE ARTS
TA 221G Introduction to the Theatre [3]
The structure and form of selected plays ; contemporary
theatrical activity in America, its organization and financing .
A basic approach to play-going .
TA 321 G History of the Theatre [3]
Important periods in the history of the theatre from the Greeks
to Ibsen : the development of the drama; the physical theatre;
methods of production .
TA 421 G Fundamentals of Play Production [3]
Elements of play production for the non-professional ; selecting the play , advance preparation for production ; casting and
rehearsing ; staffing the production ; how to deal with costumes, scenery and lighting . Prerequisite: TA 121 G or 122G .
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